Peace and Justice Works/Portland Copwatch
25th Anniversary Celebration & Video Retrospective

"Stuff-raising" Event:
Bring something from our Wish List from a paper clip to a used computer (checks and cash accepted, too)
portlandcopwatch.org/wishlist.html

Saturday, July 22, 2017 6:00 pm

Peace and Justice Works and Portland Copwatch are inviting the community to help us celebrate 25 years of working for a better world. Join PJW/PCW for a fun and educational "stuff-raising" event. We will show video clips of various PJW/PCW activities from over the years courtesy of Flying Focus Video Collective.

Peace and Justice Works, a 501-c-3 non-profit dedicated to promoting nonviolent conflict resolution on local, national and international levels, was founded in March, 1992. Its project group Portland Copwatch first met in May of that year. PJW's other main project is the Iraq Affinity Group focused on US policy in the "Middle East" and elsewhere. Contact PJW if you would like to volunteer for the event, or donate goods, services, or funds to help in the celebration.

Unite Oregon office
700 N Killingsworth at Borthwick (near Albina)
across from PCC Cascade bus lines #4, 44 and 72

Refreshments & video & memorabilia & items for sale

Preceded by PJW's Summer Quarterly Meeting, 4 PM-5:30 PM

For more info: Peace and Justice Works / Portland Copwatch
(503) 236-3065      pjw@pjw.info      www.pjw.info or www.portlandcopwatch.org